
Introducing the all new A3 from ROVI.  
With the A3, ROVI once again blends 
power, stability and suspension with 
a subtle change that takes Motion 
Concepts power positioning to the next 
level in clinical and functional benefits.

Now available, the all new 
ROVI A3 takes our popular 
platform to the next level in 
power positioning.  
Since the X3’s launch in 2015, the award 
winning team at Motion Concepts has 
been listening to owner’s, ATP’s, and 
Clinician’s and designing innovative 
new features based on their feedback.  
The ROVI A3 features all new power 
positioning systems to maximize function 
for the individual.

When ROVI and Motion Concepts 
first began collaborating in 2013, we 
changed the industry forever.  With 
our very first system we created one 

+ All New Single & Multiple Power Features

+ ARC Suspension - Unmatched Climbing & Stability

+ Powerful 4-pole Motors - Standard



of the most nimble and stable power 
bases ever designed.  We knew that 
our unique in-line battery configuration 
created a super narrow overall width, 
but unexpectedly, we discovered 
something truly remarkable. We found 
that when we combined our powerful 
4-pole motors and patented ARC 
Suspension, the X3 was like nothing 
that had ever come before. Rock solid 
stability, especially during descending 
slopes, but yet, an ability to climb with 
smooth, confidence-enhancing power.

ROVI was also the first to provide a 
standard USB charger for mobile phones 
and the brightest and most durable LED 
lighting package ever put on a Group 3 
power base.  With the all-new ROVI A3, 
the engineers at Motion Concepts have 
taken power positioning to the next level 
in features, that enhance function and 
achieve clinical goals.

MOTION CONCEPTS
700 Ensminger Rd. Suite 112
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motionconcepts.com

SPECIFICATIONS

Unit Dimensions (Length x Width)

ROVI A3 Base Specifictions

Ground Clearance

Obstacle Climbing

Maximum Slope 

Maximum Recommended Slope

Turning Radius 

Driving Range

Batteries

Battery Weight

Weight Capacity

Base Weight (W/O Seating & Batteries

Maximum Speed

Motor Type

Controller Options

Drive Wheel Size

Caster Size

36.5” (927mm) x 25.5” (648mm)

2.8” (71.1mm)

2.365” (60mm)

7.5¼ (13.2%)

6¼ (10%)

23” (584.2mm)

Up To 13 Miles

Group 34 (12vdc, 47.5Ah - C/5, 60Ah - C/20)

39lbs (each) 

300lbs (136kg)

175lbs (79kg)

Up To 6mph (9.6km/h)

4 Pole / 24vdc Motors

R-Net 90A

14” (355.6mm) Solid

6” (152mm) Solid


